VARIABILITY OF SOIL HEALTH TESTS COMPARED TO CHEMICAL NUTRIENT TESTS:
A SOIL TEST SURVEY ON 18 FARMS IN NEW ENGLAND
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ABSTRACT

The spatial variation of common soil tests across farm fields is generally understood but the spatial aspects of newer soil health measurements are largely unknown. Our objective is to determine the variability of new soil health measurements across fields and compare these with common nutrient tests. We describe
spatial variation of soil test measurements of NO3, P, K, Ca, Mg, pH and OM and
compare these with commercially available “soil health” tests Solvita CO2-Burst,
Solvita Labile-Amino-N (SLAN) and Solvita Volumetric Aggregate Stability
(VAST). The data suggest that a large uncertainty exists for both chemical and
biological tests under standard sampling practices of 12 random cores composited into 1 sample. This contrasts with the assumption that biological tests are
much more variable than soil nutrient tests. Instead, biological tests were considerably less variable. Phosphorus showed extreme variability even when following
best sampling practices; whereas pH was least variable. When converted to
actual H+ ion concentration, however, pH was extremely variable. We conclude
that soil health tests do not vary more than chemical nutrient tests under routine
farm sampling scenarios on New England farms.

FINDINGS

We plotted the required number of samples for each test trait to achieve 80% confidence at varying accuracy (level of error as % of mean).
We additionally show actual error, using the standard random sampling method (green bars). The following graphs show all results.

NUMBER OF SAMPLES REQUIRED FOR 80% CONFIDENCE AT GIVEN ERROR (% OF MEAN)

All soil test traits were highly variable with the common practice of 12-cores being
composited as 1-sample. However, soil biology traits were less variable than all other
tests except pH. Phosphorus stood out as extremely variable which may be related to
use of manures on these farms. We were curious that pH appeared much less variable
so we examined the assumption of measurement. The pH test is based on H+ ion concentration but is commonly reported as a log-condensed value. This should have the
effect of compressing variability. To test this, we expanded pH to actual ug/liter H+ (for
example, pH 6.0 is 1 and pH 5.0 is 10 μg H+ liter). Using these actual concentrations,
we applied our sensitivity method to find sample accuracy and quantity of samples
needed to reach a given confidence level. Next, we tested the inverse assumption with
Solvita CO2 and SLAN. These are normally measured as optical densities (log) of CO2
and NH3 absorption but are expanded to be reported as concentration. We found that
hydrogen ion appears to be the most variable of all quantities tested if reported in a
manner comparable with other nutrients, and that Solvita is the least variable if reported as a color fertility scale.

CONCLUSION

OBJECTIVES and METHODS

For future studies, it will be important to better understand sources of spatial variability and limits in reporting units of all nutrient or soil health tests. Given the extraordinary variability of phosphorus testing and the large number of samples required to
meet reasonable accuracy, it will be challenging to meet regulatory fertilizer thresholds
with the current standard soil sampling protocol.

The objective of this study was to determine the variability of routine soil testing
and new soil health tests across silage cornfields with a history of manure applications in New England, and to determine the number of soil samples required
to meet given levels of confidence and accuracy (or allowable error). Cornfields
were sampled on 18 farms with 2-inch Edelman augers to a depth of 0 – 6”
when corn was V4 to V6 stage. We tested 4 different sampling methods and
report here results for the most common, where one (1) sample consisted of 12
composited individual cores each.

Sample Size Requirement and Accuracy of Soil Analytes
on 18 New England Farms
ANALYTE

SAMPLING METHOD

Random Sample Locations as Green Dots

STATISTICS

We used the method of Snedecor and Cochran (1) which determines the required quantity of samples to achieve a desired result in the range of 80 – 90%
degree of confidence over an allowable error of 10 – 50% of the sample mean.
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# SAMPLES REQUIRED FOR
80% CONFIDENCE AND
20% ERROR

% ACCURACY OF
1 SAMPLE

Chemistry Traits
OM LOI
7
42%
PSNT NO3
14
60%
Ca
12
56%
Mg
12
58%
K
12
56%
P
33
94%
pH (log)
1
9%
pH (H + Conc. mg/liter)
112
175%
Biology (Soil Health) Traits
CO2-Burst (mg kg)
3
29%
SLAN Amino-N (mg kg)
3
30%
WSA-VAST %
4
34%
CO2-Burst Color 0-5
<1
10%
SLAN Color 0-5
<1
10%

RANDOM method consisted of 3 sets of 12 cores across an entire field (picture)

Regional Selected Farms

DISCUSSION
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